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We report an investigation of individual differences in handwriting latencies and number
of errors in a spelling-to-dictation task. Eighty adult participants wrote a list of 164
spoken words (presented in two sessions). The participants were also evaluated on a
vocabulary test (Deltour, 1993). Various multiple regression analyses were performed
(on both writing latency and errors). The analysis of the item means showed that the
reliable predictors of spelling latencies were acoustic duration, cumulative word frequency,
phonology-to-orthographic (PO) consistency, the number of letters in the word and
the interaction between cumulative word frequency, PO consistency and imageability.
(Error rates were also predicted by frequency, consistency, length and the interaction
between cumulative word frequency, PO consistency and imageability.) The analysis of the
participant means (and trials) showed that (1) there was both within- and between-session
reliability across the sets of items, (2) there was no trade-off between the utilization of
lexical and non-lexical information, and (3) participants with high vocabulary knowledge
were more accurate (and somewhat faster), and had a differential sensitivity to certain
stimulus characteristics, than those with low vocabulary knowledge. We discuss the
implications of these findings for theories of orthographic word production.
Keywords: spelling, writing, dictation, individual differences, dual-route model, word frequency, phoneme-to-
grapheme consistency
How is the spelling of the words that we know derived to pro-
duce a written trace on a sheet of paper? Any theory of written
spelling must account for how the cognitive system implemented
in the brain goes from an auditory input, a pictured object, or an
idea to the muscular realization of the spelling response. In the
present study, we focused on handwritten spelling-to-dictation
and addressed the general issue of individual differences in this
verbal skill. This issue has recently been addressed in visual word
recognition (Yap et al., 2012) but it has never been addressed in
word spelling production. In order to illustrate the different issues
that we wish to investigate here, we will first sketch a dual-route
view of the spelling process in adults based on the recent proposals
of Purcell et al. (2011) and Rapp et al. (2002).
The dual-route view is the dominant view of word spelling.
It posits that there are two routes available for spelling famil-
iar words: a lexical and a non-lexical route. The lexical route
permits the spelling of known words through the retrieval of lexi-
cal knowledge from the output orthographic lexicon whereas the
non-lexical route makes use of sublexical knowledge to provide
the spelling of unknown words and non-words. This view is sup-
ported by various lines of evidence (Tainturier and Rapp, 2001 for
a review).
Within the dual-route architecture, there are central and
peripheral components. The central components consist
of orthographic long-term memory, phoneme–grapheme
conversion, and orthographic working memory. The word
spellings that people know are stored in orthographic long-term
memory. It is generally assumed that orthographic wordform
representations are retrieved from the semantic codes that
are activated from the auditory processing of the heard word.
Word frequency is assumed to affect orthographic wordform
retrieval within the lexical route and its influence on spelling
performance is taken as an index of the mobilization of this
route. Word frequency effects correspond to the observation that
high-frequency words are produced faster and more accurately
than low-frequency words (e.g., Delattre et al., 2006). The
spelling of words can also be assembled from the phonological
codes derived from auditory processing by the involvement of
a non-lexical conversion procedure. Traditionally, it has been
proposed that phoneme-grapheme units are involved in the
conversion process (Tainturier and Rapp, 2001).
The ambiguity of the relationships between sound and spelling
units is generally operationalized with the PO consistency
variable1. This variable affects spelling performance with the
1PO consistency is a measure of the ambiguity of sound and spelling map-
pings. For instance, phoneme-grapheme consistency takes into account both
the frequency with which a particular phoneme is associated with a particular
grapheme and the overall frequency of the grapheme whatever its pronunci-
ation. When the phoneme is always associated with the same grapheme, the
ratio is equal to 1. When multiple associations exist, the ratio is less than 1.
PO consistency values vary between 0 and 1.
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result that inconsistent words, and low-frequency words in par-
ticular, take longer to produce than consistent words (Bonin and
Méot, 2002), and it is therefore taken as an index of the involve-
ment of the non-lexical route. Some accounts have explained
consistency effects in terms of a conflict between the different
individual graphemes that, in the case of irregular words, are
activated by the non-lexical and lexical routes at the grapheme
level, unlike in the case of regular words (e.g., Rapp et al., 2002).
Abstract individual letter representations are activated at the level
of orthographic-workingmemory (Rapp and Dufor, 2011) which
maintains letter identity and order information active for process-
ing by peripheral components. Word length effects in spelling are
assumed to result from the involvement of this working memory
system. The peripheral processes are responsible for the genera-
tion of a written trace in handwritten spelling. It is assumed that
abstract letter representations form the basis for the processing
stages of allographic conversion (the choice of case and spe-
cific writing style), letter shape assignment, and motor muscular
programming and execution of the effector-specific musclemove-
ments required to output letters. There is evidence supporting the
idea of interactions between different central components (e.g.,
Roux et al., 2013) and between central and peripheral processes
(e.g., Delattre et al., 2006).
There are only a few on-line studies of the word spelling per-
formance of healthy adults (Bonin and Méot, 2002; Bonin et al.,
2004). In the Bonin et al. study (2004), a multiple regression
approach was used to investigate the determinants of written
spelling latencies corresponding to individual words. The partic-
ipants had to write down, on a graphic tablet, bare nouns that
were presented orally. The reliable predictors of spelling latencies
were acoustic duration, objective cumulative word frequency, PO
consistency and word length. Bonin and Méot (2002) also found
a reliable interaction between word frequency and PO consis-
tency in spelling-to-dictation latencies: the consistency effect was
larger for low-frequency words than for high-frequency words.
As claimed above, this finding accords with the prediction of the
dual-route view because it is assumed that consistency effects are
the result of a competition between the outcomes of the lexical
and non-lexical routes, respectively (Tainturier and Rapp, 2001).
Finally, and also in line with the dual-route view of spelling, Bonin
and Méot (2002) found that imageability (a variable assumed to
index semantic code activation, Evans et al., 2012) interacted reli-
ably with word frequency and PO consistency, with the result
that the joint influence of word frequency and PO consistency
was most pronounced on words of low imageability. Overall, the
findings were consistent with the dual-route view which posits
that spelling to dictation requires the interactive involvement of
different types of knowledge: lexical, sublexical, and semantic
knowledge.
In word reading, where the dual-view has proved to be very
influential (Coltheart et al., 2001), it is generally assumed that
the two routes differ in their processing characteristics. It has
sometimes been assumed that the non-lexical route is slower
and less automatized than the lexical route (e.g., Paap and Noel,
1991). Importantly to note for the purposes of our study is the
claim that the non-lexical route might be under strategic con-
trol, with the result that its involvement in the processing of
words might be emphasized or de-emphasized under specific
conditions. Certain word reading studies have tried to identify
reading profiles according to the dominant reliance on the lex-
ical or non-lexical route. According to these studies, one type
of reader relies more on the lexical route than on the non-
lexical route whereas another type relies more heavily on the
non-lexical route (e.g., Baron and Strawson, 1976; Weekes, 1994).
However, there is as yet no clear evidence in support of this
view (Burt and Heffernan, 2012), while certain observations
tend to contradict it (e.g., Byrne et al., 1992; Brown et al.,
1994). However, readers are still often categorized in this way
(Burt and Heffernan, 2012).
In word spelling, Weekes (1994) defined two subgroups of
readers, namely lexical and non-lexical readers, and found that
the lexical readers were more accurate than the non-lexical read-
ers when spelling irregular words but that both types of readers
had similar performances on non-word spelling. It is worth men-
tioning, however, that certain studies suggest that readers—and
not subtypes of readers—might be able to (more or less) strate-
gically control the type of processing—lexical vs. non-lexical—
depending on the stimulus characteristics (e.g., Zevin and Balota,
2000) 2. The only work we are aware of on the issue of strate-
gic control over the lexical vs. non-lexical route in word spelling
is that of Bonin et al. (2005) who found no evidence of strate-
gic control over the non-lexical route. Finally, at the macrolevel
of written text production, Levy and Ransdell (1995) identified
individual writing profiles by analyzing transitional probabilities
between the processes of planning, text generation, and reviewing
and revising during different writing sessions. It is worthy of note
that the research conducted on the issue of strategic control over
the two routes in both word reading and spelling has been con-
ducted at the level of groups of participants and not at the level of
individuals. It is possible that individuals vary in terms of knowl-
edge that is recruited to perform word reading and spelling tasks.
This issue was recently addressed by Yap et al. (2012) in word
recognition. They ran a large scale investigation of individual
differences based on the lexical decision and word reading trial-
levels taken from the English Lexicon Project (ELP, Balota et al.,
2007). The authors found relatively high between- and within-
session reliability across different sets of stimuli. Interestingly,
they did not find evidence of a trade-off between sensitivity to dif-
ferent types of information. Instead, individuals who were more
influenced by one variable (e.g., word frequency) were also more
influenced by other variables (e.g., consistency). In the present
study, we addressed similar issues in handwritten spelling to dic-
tation and used certain statistical analyses that were described in
Yap et al.’s (2012) study3.
2However, this issue has been the cause of some debate since the evidence put
forward to support a strategic modulation of the processing pathways has also
been taken to support an alternative account (i.e., the time-criterion account,
see for instance Chateau and Lupker, 2003).
3The Yap et al. (2012) statistical approach can be seen as an extension of that of
Lorch andMyers (1990). The difference is that the tests are not only performed
in order to compare the means of the participants’ effects to zero but also to
compute correlational tests between these effects and certain characteristics of
the participants (e.g., vocabulary scores).
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Spelling is a less practiced skill than reading, despite the
fact that the number of electronic messages sent every day
has been growing steadily in recent years (Rapp and Dufor,
2011). It is therefore clearly more likely that we observe
individual differences in spelling than in a more practiced skill
such as word reading. At the level of text production, Levy
and Ransdell (1995) found evidence for individual differences
in the way participants shifted between the various writing
processes. Interestingly, they found that the shifts between
processes exhibited by a given writer, were stable both within
a writing session and across sessions. We will explore whether
such stable patterns among inviduals are also observed within
and across sessions at the microlevel of word production.
Contrary to Yap et al.’s (2012) findings in word recognition,
it could be that spellers exhibit a greater trade-off between
sensitivity to different types of information. Given that the
French orthographic system is highly inconsistent (Peereman
and Content, 1999)4, it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that
certain spellers rely more on lexical knowledge (Weekes, 1994)
whereas the opposite is true for other spellers. If individuals
are able to control the use of the two routes, namely the
lexical route, which is sensitive to word frequency, and the
non-lexical route, which is sensitive to PO consistency, one
prediction is that a trade-off between the word-frequency
and PO consistency variables should be found. Thus, we
should observe some spellers to be more sensitive to the
word frequency variable and less sensitive to PO consistency
(and vice versa). However, this type of trade-off between the
different types of knowledge could be modulated by the level of
exposure to print among participants. Yap et al. (2012) explored
this issue in word recognition and found that individuals with
high vocabulary knowledge had faster and more accurate word
recognition performance and generally exhibited a lower level
of sensitivity to the lexical characteristics of words. As far as
word spelling is concerned, it is a popular belief that individuals
who read a lot and possess a rich vocabulary tend to be good
spellers. However, to our knowledge, there is little evidence to
support such a claim. In the present study, we used a vocabulary
test (Deltour, 1993) to test the hypothesis that participants
with a high level of exposure to print have better spelling
performances than those with a lower level of exposure. Finally,
as far as the analyses on items are concerned, we expected
to replicate the findings reported in our previous studies
(Bonin and Méot, 2002; Bonin et al., 2004).
4Like English, the French language is characterized by the presence
of ambiguous phoneme-grapheme mappings. Estimates indicate greater
consistency in French than in English in the orthography-to-phonology
direction but reduced consistencies in the phonology-to-orthography
direction in both languages (Peereman and Content, 1998). In particular,
in spelling many inconsistencies are located at word endings in French.
For example the /aR/ unit can be spelled in at least three different ways,
the most frequent rendering being “are” (28.12) and the two next most
frequent being “ar” and “ard,” both of which have similar consistency
scores (18.75). The difference in consistency scores is not high between
the different orthographic renderings of the same phonological unit and




A total of 80 students (66 females; mean age of 20 years) from
University of Bourgogne participated in the two sessions of the
experiment and were given course credits. All were native speak-
ers of French with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no
known hearing deficit.
STIMULI
The original stimuli consisted of 164 nouns. All the stimuli
were monosyllabic words. The word stimuli were selected from
the LEXOP lexical database (Peereman and Content, 1999).
The statistical characteristics of the words are presented in
Table 1.
Objective word frequency, number of phonological neighbors
and bigram frequency counts were taken from the LEXIQUE
database (New et al., 2004). Child frequency measures corre-
sponded to the cumulative frequency over grades 1–5 given by
theMANULEX database (Lété et al., 2004). Cumulative frequency
and frequency trajectory were computed as the sum of (or in the
case of frequency trajectory, difference between) the z-scores asso-
ciated with the two measures of frequency (see Bonin et al., 2004,
for details). PO consistency measures were taken from the LEXOP
database (Peereman and Content, 1999). We included PO consis-
tency measures defined on rime units (VC) in the light of studies
(e.g., Delattre et al., 2006) that have found strong consistency
effects when this measure is used to assess adults’ writing to dicta-
tion performance. Imageability norms were taken from the Bonin
et al. (2003) study.
The vocabulary test taken from Deltour (1993) comprised 34
words. Each wordwas presented in uppercase and was followed by
six other words including a synonym. For each of the 34 words,
the participants had to select for the corresponding synonym.
APPARATUS
The items were recorded by a female speaker and digitized using
Audacity software on a Macintosh computer. The PsyScope soft-
ware (Cohen et al., 1993) was used to run the experiment on
an iMacintosh. The computer controlled the presentation of
the auditory items and recorded the latencies. A graphic tablet
(WACOM UltraPad A5) and a contact pen (SP-401) were used to
record the graphic latencies (in ms).
PROCEDURE
There was an interval of at least a week between the sessions, the
participants were tested individually in each session. The order
of the two sessions was counterbalanced across participants. In
both sessions, each trial corresponded to the following events.
First, a ready signal (+) was presented for 500ms in the center
of the screen. Next, the indefinite article corresponding to the
forthcoming word was visually presented for 350ms, followed
by the auditory stimulus word presented through headphones.
(An indefinite article was used to avoid confusion for certain
words which otherwise could have been treated as verbs instead
of nouns. To anticipate the results, the main effects and the inter-
actions found in the item analyses in the current study were the
same as those found in two previous studies, i.e., Bonin andMéot,
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Table 1 | Statistical characteristics of the independent variables corresponding to the items used in the multiple regression analyses.
Acoustic Orthographic Cumulative Frequency Bigram Phonological PO Imageability Vocabulary
duration (ms) length frequency trajectory frequency neighbors consistency test
Min 236 2 −3.87 −2.47 210.70 0 2 2.60 7
Max 894 7 4.67 1.64 15526 30 100 4.96 33
Mean 629 4.84 0.00 0.00 4878 13.63 57.11 4.26 19.59
SD 128 0.93 1.90 0.63 3386 7.74 34.46 0.51 4.84
SD, standard deviation; PO, phonology-to-orthography consistency of final units (rime units). Vocabulary test scores are by participants, other measures are by items.
2002; Bonin et al., 2004.) The participants then had to write down
the stimulus as quickly as possible on the graphic tablet using a
contact pen. For each written response, a line was drawn and the
participant had to position the stylus directly above the start of
the line. The participants were instructed to write down a cross
when they could not identify the stimulus. The time that elapsed
between the onset of the spoken word and the contact of the pen
with the graphic tablet was recorded by the computer. The inter-
trial interval was 4 s. Each experimental session started with 20
practise trials. Each session lasted about 1 h.
The vocabulary test was administered after the spelling to dic-
tation task in session 2 and took about 5min to complete. The
participants saw a list of 34 words presented in uppercase, and
then for each of these, had to choose which of the six lowercase
words corresponded best to its meaning.
RESULTS
SCORING OF THE DATA
Two participants, who did not return to the lab for the second
session, were eliminated from the analyses. Of the 12,792 total
(potentially correct) latency trials, 700 (5.5%) corresponded to
errors. Among the error types, 119 (0.9%) and 209 (1.6%) were
orthographic (e.g., “trian” for “train”) or phonologically plau-
sible errors (e.g., “trein” for “train”) respectively, whereas 108
(0.8%) were other lexical responses (e.g., “wagon” for “train”).
The remaining errors took the form of technical problems (123),
hesitations (17), unknown or crossed out words (58 and 66).
In addition, thirty-three (0.3%) latencies above 1800ms were
set apart (we did not eliminate short latencies since the short-
est latency was 266ms). Finally, latencies that were more than
2.5 standard deviations above each participant’s mean were also
considered as outliers [265 trials (2.1%)].
RELIABILITY ANALYSES
The data for each participant were organized into sessions
(Session 1 = S1 and Session 2 = S2). The trials within each
session were labeled as odd and even trials depending on the
alphabetical order of the items. The comparison of S1 and S2 tri-
als made it possible to assess between-session reliability, whereas
the comparison of odd and even trials permitted the assessment
of within-session reliability.
The mean values of the different statistics (see Table 2) were
quite similar, with similar differences being observed between
sessions as well as between even-odd items. Within-session
reliability scores were very high for the mean latencies and,
to a lesser extent, for the standard deviations. However, the
correlations were lower for the error scores. This could be
due in part to the relatively restricted range of this vari-
able. Although the same pattern was observed for between-
session reliability scores, all the correlations were lower than
those that were computed on the within-session scores. Yap
et al. (2012) also found that between-session reliability was
lower than within-session reliability in their word recognition
data (however, the values of the various individual parameters
that they took into account were generally higher than in our
study).
CORRELATION ANALYSES ON ITEM MEANS (LATENCIES AND ERRORS)
Table 3 shows the correlations between the different variables.
Phonological/orthographic spelling errors were negatively corre-
lated with cumulative frequency, PO consistency and imageability
with the result that there were fewer spelling errors on high-
frequency, PO-consistent or highly-imageable words than on less
frequent, consistent or less imageable words. Although the corre-
lation between the mean error rates and the mean latencies was
positive and reliable, with the result that words with longer laten-
cies yielded more errors, it was nevertheless relatively low. Two
other correlations are worth noting: (1) The mean latencies were
correlated with the acoustic durations of the items, i.e., longer
latencies were associated with words that had longer acoustic
durations, and (2) the latencies were correlated with the cumu-
lative frequencies of the words, with the result that the latencies
were shorter for highly-frequent words than for low-frequency
words.
REGRESSION MODEL 1: EXAMINATION OF INDEPENDENT EFFECTS
A simultaneous regression analysis was performed with the mean
latencies taken as the dependent variable and acoustic duration,
number of letters, cumulative frequency, frequency trajectory,
bigram frequency, phonological neighborhood, PO consistency
and imageability taken as independent variables (IV) 5. All the
frequency values were log-transformed before being entered in
the regression equations. Overall, the results on the latencies
were consistent with those found by Bonin et al. (2004). The
overall equations were reliable for latencies and errors (R2 =
0.471 and 0.298, respectively). The most important determi-
nant of spelling latencies was acoustic duration (β = 0.733, SE =
5As the IVs’ greatest VIF was below 2 for all IVs (even when including inter-
action terms), we consider that multicolinearity problems could not have
drastically affected the results of the regression analysis including all variables
simultaneously.
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Table 2 | (Upper) Mean percentages of errors, mean latencies and standard deviations (in ms) overall and as a function of sessions and for the
odd and even trial within sessions; (Lower) Correlations between session 1 (S1) and session 2 (S2) and between odd and even trials for errors
and for the means and standard deviations of the latencies.
Overall S1 S2 Odd Even
Errors (%) 2.57 2.29 2.83 3.34 1.78
Standard deviations of errors 2.22 2.36 2.53 2.85 2.00
Mean latencies 842.71 848.27 837.33 843.47 841.94





Errors correspond to the number of orthographic or plausible phonological errors. Means and standard deviations are those corresponding to the mean RT by subject
in each subset of items.
Table 3 | Correlations between the variables.
Latency Acoustic Orthographic Cumulative Frequency Bigram PO Phonological Imageability
duration (ms) length frequency trajectory frequency consistency neighbors
Errors 0.310*** −0.001 −0.050 −0.440*** 0.134 −0.041 −0.205*** −0.064 −0.263***
Mean latency 0.523*** 0.111 −0.339*** 0.123 −0.083 −0.018 −0.197** −0.188*
Acoustic duration 0.546*** −0.158* 0.141 −0.005 0.442*** −0.425*** −0.103
Orthographic length −0.200** 0.110 0.296*** 0.378*** −0.440*** −0.178*
Cumulative frequency 0.000 0.141 −0.085 0.236** 0.401***
Frequency trajectory 0.110 0.055 −0.076 −0.236**
Bigram frequency 0.082 0.127 −0.045
PO consistency −0.342*** −0.073
Phonological neighbors 0.061
PO, phonology-to-orthography consistency of rime units.
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05.
0.076, p < 0.001). Words that had shorter acoustic durations
were produced more rapidly than words with longer acoustic
durations. A significant effect of word length was found (β =
−0.297, SE = 0.081, p < 0.001) as were reliable effects of cumu-
lative frequency (β = −0.283, SE = 0.067, p < 0.001) and PO
consistency (β = −0.283, SE = 0.067, p < 0.001). The effect of
length was negative, that is to say, for a fixed set of values of other
IVs, words with more letters were produced faster than those
with less letters. Although at first glance, this result is somewhat
counter-intuitive, it is the same as that reported in the Bonin et al.
(2004) study. Also, words with low word frequency/PO consis-
tency values took longer to write down than words with higher
word frequency/PO consistency values.
As far as errors are concerned, the multiple regression analysis
revealed significant effects of cumulative frequency (β = −0.440,
SE = 0.077, p < 0.001) and PO consistency (β = −0.262, SE =
0.077, p < 0.001) (Table 4). There were more errors on words
of low frequency/PO consistency than on words of high fre-
quency/PO consistency. We performed two separate analyses on
(1) phonologically plausible errors and (2) purely orthographic
errors. The results of these two analyses were similar except that,
in addition to the significant effects of cumulative frequency
and PO consistency, there were also effects of word length and
frequency trajectory on the number of phonologically plausible
errors.
REGRESSION MODEL 2: EXAMINATION OF THE INTERACTION TERM OF
PO CONSISTENCY, CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY AND IMAGEABILITY
When the interaction term of cumulative frequency, PO con-
sistency and imageability was included in the multiple regres-
sion model, it was significant both on latencies and error
rates (β = −0.138, SE = 0.066, p < 0.05 and β = −0.252, SE =
0.067, p < 0.001). On errors only, the interaction terms of cumu-
lative frequency and PO consistency (β = 0.276, SE = 0.071,
p < 0.001) and of cumulative frequency and imageability (β =
0.249, SE = 0.066, p < 0.001) were significant. On both laten-
cies and error rates, the independent effects of orthographic
length (β = −0.306, SE = 0.081, p < 0.001 and β = −0.18,
SE = 0.082, p < 0.03 respectively), cumulative frequency (β =
−0.309, SE = 0.07, p < 0.001; β = −0.466, SE = 0.072, p <
0.001) and PO consistency (β = −0.24, SE = 0.07, p < 0.001;
β = −0.161, SE = 0.071, p < 0.05) were reliable. On latencies
only, there was a significant effet of acoustic duration (β = 0.725,
SE = 0.077, p < 0.001).
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Table 4 | Correlations of the by-subject independent variables’ effects.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 Acoustic duration −0.33** −0.21† 0.16 0.04 −0.46*** 0.06 0.02
2 Orthographic length 0.43*** −0.10 −0.46*** −0.16 0.25* 0.02
3 Cumulative frequency −0.21† −0.24* −0.07 0.11 −0.09
4 Frequency trajectory −0.12 −0.18 0.00 0.32**
5 Bigram frequency 0.05 −0.22* −0.15
6 PO consistency 0.03 0.07
7 Phonological neighbors 0.11
8 Imageability 1
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; † < 0.1.
The facilitatory effect of PO consistency was larger for items
having low frequency and low imageability values. Indeed, given
that (1) The tests of the simple effects of PO consistency at these
levels (i.e., low frequency and low imageability levels) were reli-
able for both latencies and errors, t(151) = −4.62 p < 0.001 and
t(151) = −7.18. p < 0.001, respectively and (2) The simple PO
consistency effect also reached significance only for the latencies
on high frequency and high imageability words, [t(151) = −2.23,
p < 0.05], it can be seen that the influence of PO consistency is
specific to words of low imageability and of low word frequency.
DISTRIBUTIONS OF STANDARDIZED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
ACROSS PARTICIPANTS
For each participant, we conducted simultaneous regression anal-
yses with the latencies taken as the dependent variable and the
same independent variables as used in Regression 1. Figure 1
presents the distributions of the resulting standardized regression
coefficients. There were four aspects of note. First of all, there
was a substantial variability in the magnitude of the effects that
were produced by the participants. For example, although virtu-
ally all participants produced negative regression coefficients for
the word frequency effect (see Figure 1), with faster latencies on
higher frequency words than on lower frequency words, the coef-
ficients varied between −0.32 and +0.06. Second, the direction
and relative magnitudes of participants’ level effects were gen-
erally consistent with the items’ level effects reported above. In
effect, acoustic duration was the best predictor, followed by word
frequency, PO consistency and number of letters. Third, the dis-
tributions of the coefficients were roughly symmetric, with no
noticeable skew. Fourth, the variability associated with the acous-
tic duration and the number of letters variables was clearly higher
than for the other independent variables.
BETWEEN ANDWITHIN-SESSIONS RELIABILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL
EFFECTS OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
The inter-session reliabilities of the betas and R-squares by par-
ticipants were low (correlations varied between −0.08 and 0.14).
Although somewhat higher, the within-session reliabilities were
also not high (correlations varied between −0.06 and 0.57). The
correlations between odd and even items were among the high-
est for three of the independent variables which were found to be
the most important predictors in the by-items analysis, namely
acoustic duration (0.48, p < 0.001), orthographic length (0.33,
p < 0.01) and PO consistency (0.23, p < 0.05). This was not
the case for cumulative frequency for which the correlation was
nearly zero. Moreover, the bigram frequency effects were also
significantly correlated within sessions (0.29, p < 0.01).
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE BY-PARTICIPANT’S EFFECTS OF THE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
As can be seen from Table 4, the correlations between the
by-participants standardized regression coefficients for pairs of
independent variables revealed that the higher the effect of
acoustic duration was, the lower the effects of PO final con-
sistency and cumulative frequency were. The participants who
were the most sensitive to the acoustic duration variable were
also those who benefited the most from higher words PO con-
sistency and cumulative frequency values. The same relationship
was found with orthographic length. There were also positive
correlations between the coefficients of orthographic length and
cumulative word frequency (that is to say between two of the
variables having facilitatory effects) and the finding that the par-
ticipants who were the most sensitive to one of these variables
also tended to be more affected by the other. Importantly, the
correlation between cumulative word frequency and PO consis-
tency was low and not reliable. Two other significant correlations
are worth mentioning, namely those between bigram frequency
and orthographic length, and between frequency trajectory and
imageability.
RELATIONS BETWEEN VOCABULARY KNOWLEDGE AND EFFECTS OF
DIFFERENT PSYCHOLINGUISTIC VARIABLES
As shown in Table 5, mean error rates (including both phono-
logically plausible errors and orthographic errors) and mean
latencies were reliably and negatively correlated with vocabulary
knowledge. High vocabulary scores were associated with shorter
latencies, fewer errors. Surprisingly, the correlation between the
number of errors and the mean latencies was not reliable.
Turning to the relationships between the effects of the psy-
cholinguistic variables and the characteristics of the participants,
the first aspect worth mentioning is that the amount of explained
variance was negatively correlated with the mean latencies by
participants. In other words, the fastest participants were those
whose psycholinguistic variables best explained their latencies.
Second, although the correlation between R-squares and vocab-
ulary knowledge scores was positive (a finding that is consistent
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FIGURE 1 | Distributions of the by-participants’ standardized regression coefficients.
Table 5 | Correlations between the by subject independent variables’
effects (rows) and vocabulary test scores, mean latencies, numbers
of errors and correct spellings.
Vocabulary test Latency Errors
Errors −0.424*** 0.196
Latency −0.309**
R-square 0.172 −0.263* −0.058
Acoustic duration 0.229* −0.380*** −0.155
Orthographic length −0.229* 0.132 0.089
Cumulative frequency 0.020 0.008 −0.051
Frequency trajectory 0.073 −0.073 −0.130
Bigram frequency 0.018 0.151 0.072
PO consistency 0.017 0.158 −0.009
Phonological neighbors 0.045 0.057 0.033
Imageability 0.054 −0.216 −0.101
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05.
with the negative correlation found between mean latencies and
vocabulary knowledge), it nevertheless failed to reach signifi-
cance. Not surprisingly, the correlation between the mean laten-
cies and the effects of acoustic duration was negative, suggesting
that the more sensitive the participants were to the acoustic dura-
tion variable, the smaller their mean latencies were. Accoustic
duration effects were also positively correlated with vocabulary
knowledge scores, that is to say, the participants with greater
vocabulary knowledge also exhibited higher acoustic duration
effects (Figure 2). By contrast, orthographic length effects and
vocabulary knowledge were negatively correlated: the participants
with greater/lower vocabulary knowledge exhibited lower/greater
length effects (Figure 2).
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we examined several issues relating to indi-
vidual differences in handwritten spelling to dictation in addition
to providing important findings at the level of items. Adult par-
ticipants had to write down 164 auditorily presented words in two
different sessions. Handwritten spelling onset latencies and error
rates on words were recorded. We observed a number of impor-
tant and novel findings that have implications for models of the
spelling process.
First of all, the analyses on the item means led us to identify
several reliable predictors of spelling speed and error rates (see
below). These were generally consistent with previously reported
findings (Bonin and Méot, 2002; Bonin et al., 2004). Second, we
found that both within and between-sessions reliabilities were rel-
atively high for the mean latencies and their standard deviations,
but less so for error scores. Third, it was not possible to identify
different types of spellers on the basis of their reliance on one of
the two routes: lexical vs. non-lexical. Fourth, we found that the
level of vocabulary knowledge in individuals affected both over-
all spelling performance as well as specific aspects of it. These
findings are now discussed in turn.
Not surprisingly, but importantly, the multiple regression
analyses performed onmean spelling latencies for items replicated
previous findings (e.g., Bonin andMéot, 2002; Bonin et al., 2004).
The main determinants of handwritten latencies were acoustic
duration, orthographic length, cumulative word frequency and
PO consistency. As far as error rate is concerned, cumulative fre-
quency and PO consistency had a reliable influence. In addition
the interaction between cumulative word frequency, PO con-
sistency and imageability was reliable in both spelling latencies
and error rates (two two-way interactions were also reliable on
this latter measure). The finding that word frequency and PO
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FIGURE 2 | Relations between participants’ performance, vocabulary knowledge and acoustic duration, and orthographic length effects.
consistency exert an effect on both latencies and errors accords
with the dual-route view of spelling to dictation, according to
which both types of knowledge contribute to the building of
orthographic codes. These findings strongly suggest that the non-
lexical route is not an optional route but is instead involved in the
spelling of familar words (Kreiner and Gough, 1990).
Words having long acoustic durations were initialized later
than words having shorter durations. This finding suggests that
participants start writing down the words when they have fully
understood them. Since the processing of the auditory string is
necessarily distributed over time, words which take more time
to be fully heard take longer to process than those that take less
time to be fully heard, and this delay is reflected in the spelling
latencies. Furthermore, orthographic length also had a non-trivial
influence on spelling latencies. As found by Bonin and Méot
(2002), the longer the words, the shorter the latencies. Indeed,
in visual word recognition, the influence of the number of letters
has also been found to have a non-trivial (and somewhat com-
plex) relationship with lexical decision times (see Ferrand et al.,
2010).
Turning to the frequency trajectory and imageability variables,
we did not find that these variables made a reliable indepen-
dent contribution to spelling latencies. In the Bonin et al. (2004)
study, no influence of frequency trajectory on spelling to dicta-
tion latencies was predicted since these effects are generally found
in tasks which involve arbitrary mappings such as object or face
naming and not in tasks such as spelling to dictation or word
naming which involve quasi-regular mappings in both French
and English (see Mermillod et al., 2012 for a full discussion).
Although imageability was not found to make an independent
contribution, it interacted reliably with word frequency and PO
consistency. This interaction was also reported by Bonin and
Méot (2002) and it is in line with the dual-route view of spelling
to dictation. The Cumulative word frequency × PO consistency
× Imageability interaction shows that the joint influence of word
frequency and PO consistency is most specifically observed on
words of low imageability. Although this type of interaction has
been reported in word reading aloud (Strain et al., 1995), its
reliability has been disputed (see Monaghan and Ellis, 2002).
The interaction between word frequency and PO consistency in
spelling to dictation latencies is not a novel finding since it was
reported by Bonin and Méot (2002). This outcome is consistent
with the prediction of the dual-route view of spelling to dictation.
In this framework, consistency effects arise due to a competi-
tion between the outcomes of the lexical and non-lexical routes,
respectively (Rapp et al., 2002). In the case of inconsistent words,
the lexical route produces a correct orthographic code based on
lexical activation that competes against an incorrect code assem-
bled by the non-lexical route. More precisely, for inconsistent
words, the individual graphemes activated by the lexical pathway
compete for selection with those assembled from the non-lexical
pathway and the resolution of this conflict takes some time.
According to Rapp et al. (2002), the cognitive spelling system has
an interactive architecture incorporating feedback between indi-
vidual graphemes and orthographic wordform representations.
This bidirectional connectivity between orthographic wordform
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representations and individual graphemes in spelling to dictation
permits the activation coming from the lexical route to prevail
over the activation from the non-lexical route (Rapp et al., 2002).
The finding that a PO consistency effect was observed primar-
ily for low frequency/low imageability words suggests that the
strength of the orthographic lexical code is determined not only
by the frequency of the item, but also by its semantic richness,
since imageability is thought to index semantic code activation
(Evans et al., 2012).
Turning to the analyses performed at the participants level, we
found the participants’ mean latencies (and standard deviations)
were highly reliable both within and between-sessions. We think
that this finding is a good news for researchers who want to study
spelling performance based on the use of groups of participants
generally tested within a single session. In the Yap et al. (2012)
study, the reliability of both lexical decision and word naming
times were also found to be high. The reliability scores were, how-
ever, lower for the errors (both within and between sessions). This
might, in part, have been due to the relatively restricted ranges of
this variable. This latter finding could also be attributable to the
fact that participants’ orthographic knowledge is fragile. Since the
French orthographic system is highly inconsistent, it is difficult
to master the spellings of many words. Most of them have to be
learned and stored in long-term memory in order to be produced
correctly. This could therefore explain why the error scores on one
set of words do not correlate strongly with error scores on other
sets of words.
As reviewed in the Introduction, the idea that there are differ-
ent types of spellers originates from certain studies in the litera-
ture on word reading (e.g., Baron and Strawson, 1976), on the one
hand, and on written text production (Levy and Ransdell, 1995),
on the other. It has been suggested that there are different types of
readers who differ at the level of the pathway they predominantly
use. For instance, the early work of Baron and Strawson (1976)
suggested that Phoenician readers predominantly use the non-
lexical route while Chinese readers predominantly use the lexical
route. Although the hypothesis of different types of readers is
appealing, it lacks solid empirical support and a recent investiga-
tion in adults failed to provide evidence to back up the hypothesis
that there are different groups of readers who rely more exten-
sively on either the lexical or the non-lexical route during word
spelling (Burt and Heffernan, 2012). In our study, we also tested
whether there were individual differences among spellers in their
mobilization of the two processing pathways (lexical vs. non-
lexical) in word spelling to dictation. The dual-route view of
word spelling holds that the lexical route directly maps seman-
tic codes corresponding to spoken words onto underlying lexical
orthographic representations and the non-lexical route assembles
the spelling of words on the basis of spelling-to-sound mappings
(Rapp et al., 2002). We hypothesized that if individuals are able
to control the extent to which they use the two routes, one sensi-
tive to frequency (the lexical route) and the other sensitive to PO
consistency (the non-lexical route), a trade-off between the word-
frequency and PO consistency variables should be observed. In
other words, we expected that spellers who were more sensitive
to the word frequency variable would be less sensitive to PO
consistency (and vice versa).
The analyses performed on the correlations between the by-
participant effects of the independent variables did not reveal any
trade-off between the lexical and non-lexical routes. In particular,
there was no reliable correlation between the PO consistency and
cumulative frequency variables. It should be remembered that
Yap et al. (2012) did not find this type of trade-off in their lex-
ical decision and word naming tasks. The current data therefore
provides evidence against the idea that spellers differ at the level
of their use of lexical vs. non-lexical information. However, we
hypothesized that this type of relationship could be modulated by
the level of exposure to print. (The relationships between level of
exposure to print and sensitivity to the different variables will be
discussed in more detail below.) Moreover, the analyses revealed
that there was a positive correlation between the coefficients of
two variables which exert facilitatory effects on spelling perfor-
mance (word frequency and orthographic length), with the result
that the participants who were the most sensitive to one of these
variable also tended to be more strongly affected by the other.
Finally, the examination of the distributions of standardized
regression coefficients revealed that there was a substantial vari-
ability in the magnitude of the effects that were produced by the
participants. Take, for instance, the case of word frequency which
has been reported in various spelling to dictation studies involv-
ing participant goup-level (e.g., Delattre et al., 2006) or item-level
(e.g., Bonin et al., 2004) analyses. We found that, even though the
regression coefficients for the effect of word frequency were neg-
ative for the majority of the participants, these coefficients were
nevetherless subject to a certain level of variability. These individ-
ual analyses contribute to our understanding of how the effects of
the different variables do or do not correspond to those obtained
at the level of groups of participants or at the level of items. In
the present study, the direction and relative magnitudes of the
effects observed at the level of individual participants were gener-
ally consistent with those observed in the by-items analyses. One
surprising aspect of the analyses on individual differences was
that the inter-session reliabilities of the betas and R-squares cor-
responding to the different independent variables were low. This
suggests that the participants were quite flexible in the way they
mobilized the different processes and representations involved in
spelling words to dictation. This flexibility cannot be evaluated
when the analyses are restricted to themeansmeasured at the level
of groups of participants or items.
We used the vocabulary test designed by Deltour (1993), to
index the level of exposure to print. In word recognition, Yap
et al. (2012) have put forward the hypothesis that vocabulary
knowledge could reflect the integrity of underlying lexical rep-
resentations. Their idea is that participants with a high level of
vocabulary knowledge possess lexical representations that are of
better quality than participants with poor vocabulary knowledge.
Indeed, it is generally believed that good spellers possess lexical
orthographic representations that are of better quality (that is
to say, that are more accurate, easier to retrieve and more inter-
connected). Good spellers should therefore have more integrated
orthographic representations than poor spellers due to their more
extensive exposure to readingmaterial. Consequently, they should
have stored more words with accurate orthographies in long-term
memory. The idea that reading a lot enhances orthographic
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knowledge that is used in spelling is further supported by sev-
eral studies suggesting that the orthographic representations used
in reading and spelling are shared (e.g., Rapp and Lipka, 2011).
We therefore hypothesized that participants with a high level
of exposure to print would possess orthographic representa-
tions of better quality than those with a low level of exposure
to print.
We indeed found that individuals who achieved high vocabu-
lary scores wrote down the words more quickly and made fewer
spelling errors (including both phonologically plausible errors
and orthographic errors), and were therefore more accurate, than
those who had poorer vocabulary scores. A somewhat surprising
finding was that the number of errors and the mean latencies were
not reliably correlated. We found that the slower the individuals
were, the lower their vocabulary score was, and conversely, that
the faster they were, the higher their score in the vocabularity test
was. The findings obtained for spelling are consistent with the
Yap et al. (2012) study which also found that word recognition
performance was better in participants having high vocabulary
knowledge Furthermore, the faster (slower) they were, the greater
(or lesser) the extent to which their RTs were accounted for by the
independent variables.
Turning to the effect of psycholinguistic variables and vocab-
ulary knowledge, the prediction with respect to vocabulary size
was that there would be a greater reliance on the lexical route
in spelling. The correlation between the R-squares of the psy-
cholinguistic variables and the scores in the vocabulary test
was positive but failed to reach significance. In word recogni-
tion, Yap et al. (2012) found that greater vocabulary knowledge
was associated with a generally reduced level of sensitivity to
underlying lexical characteristics. According to them, this was
due to the fact that the lexical decision task requires partici-
pants to discriminate between words and non-words and that
participants with good vocabulary knowledge have different acti-
vation thresholds for low-frequency words than those with poor
vocabulary knowledge.
We found that the participants who had the highest scores in
the vocabulary test exhibited stronger effects of acoustic duration
than those who had the lowest scores in this test. (The same rela-
tionship was found with the participants’ mean spelling speed,
with the result that the slowest participants exhibited the weakest
effect of acoustic duration whereas the fastest participants exhib-
ited the strongest effect of this variable.) We consider that the
influence of acoustic duration on spelling latencies is attributable
to the word identification-comprehension stage. Since the audi-
tory signal corresponding to words is spread out over time,
words that take a long time to process take also more time to be
understood than shorter words.
In contrast, orthographic word length had a negative influence
on spelling latencies which were shorter with longer words. The
fact that the participants who scored higher in the vocabulary
test also exhibited a stronger effect of word length suggests that
participants with a higher vocabulary level initiate the spelling of
longer words faster than those with a lesser degree of vocabulary
knowledge. As far as the effects of orthographic word length are
concerned, Rapp and Dufor (2011) have argued that these effects
in the spelling performance of patients are due to impairments
at the level of the orthographic working memory system. This
memory system keeps individual graphemes active before they
are selected for further processing. The finding that adults with
good vocabulary knowledge exhibited a stronger positive effect of
the acoustic duration variable, but at the same time, a stronger
negative effect of the number of letters, suggests that they process
the input more thoroughly before initiating the first handwrit-
ing movement than adults with less vocabulary knowledge. This
suggests that when spelling, the former may take longer time to
identify and understand the words, and maybe also to perform
an internal verification of their spellings, before starting to write.
This strategy can be beneficial since, for the same level of acoustic
duration, high vocabulary knowledge participants take less time
to start writing longer words than shorter words. It is possible
that because spellers with less vocabulary knowledge possess less
accurate orthographic representations (and are certainly aware
that they lack orthographic knowledge), their processing is not
only shallower (they may perform less internal monitoring) but
also more serial in nature in order to permit them to monitor
their spelling while writing the different letters on the sheet of
paper. The specific relationships between the variables of acous-
tic duration and orthographic word length, on the one hand, and
vocabulary knowledge scores, on the other, are somewhat com-
plex and we must acknowledge that we did not predict any such
relationship. Further research will be required to determine just
how it is possible to account for these relationships.
To conclude, we are aware that one limitation of our study
is that we focused on monosyllabic words and that future work
should investigate words of all types. However, we hope to have
shown convincingly that, in addition to the more traditional
approach at the level of items, the use of the multiple regres-
sion approach to investigate individual differences in adult word
spelling can contribute to a better understanding of the mech-
anisms and representations that are involved in this complex
human skill.
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